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Installing telnet on Ubuntu Server 12.04 LTS Ludovic Henry wrote: I have a semi-big issue with the
Debian installation: I get this error when I run apt-get install telnet. Is it a problem with Telnet itself,
or with the packages that are needed? Is there anything I can do? A: In the Ubuntu repository telnet
is already installed on a stock Ubuntu Server installation. However, you should note that there is also

an older version of Telnet in the repository, version 4.52, whereas the last official release of the
Telnet protocol was in 1994. This version of telnet has about 20 bugs and is also not documented on

Debian's webpage. Maybe some of your older applications expect it to work with this old telnet
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server. You could use the binary search technique to install telnet by using apt-cache policy telnet. $
apt-cache policy telnet n: Unknown â��policyâ�� field, using â��bad-policyâ�� from column 0 in

listing n: telnet is to be installed manually ... n: telnet:Version: 2:1.12-12.1 n: Candidate: 2:1.12-12.1
This tells that the installed version on your system is the one on version 2:1.12-12.1 (which is

installed at version 2:1.12-12.1, but the candidate version is version 2:1.12-12.2: $ apt-cache policy
telnet|grep candidate candidate: 2:1.12-12.2 So, if you search for the 2:1.12-12.2 version with apt-

get install telnet, the package will be installed. 1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates
to an optical disk apparatus, which records digital information on an optical disk, and more

particularly to an optical disk apparatus, which forms, in accordance with a rough servo signal, a
tracking servo signal, or a focus servo signal, and controls the recording power and the tracking or

focusing of a light beam. 2. Description of the Related Art With the remarkable development of
optical and audio technologies in recent years, the demand for optical and audio
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